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Faculty of Economics and Business



BACHELLOR IN ECONOMICS SECOND YEAR Course



Economic History II



Code



802358



Module



Spanish, Sectoral, and International Economy



Area



Economic History



Nature



Compulsory 6



Attendance



3,3



Credits



Non Attendance



2,7



Year



2



Semester



4



COORDINATION DEPARTMENT Historia e Instituciones Económicas II



COORDINATOR AND CONTACT Felipa Sánchez; [email protected]



SYNOPSIS BRIEF DESCRIPTION The course examines the economic growth of Spain in the very long run, the economic differences between Spanish regions, and the contrast with other European experiences of economic development.



PRE-REQUISITES This course will require a good working knowledge of English, both oral and written, and some background in world economic, as well as basic skills in analysing time series, figures and tables.



OBJECTIVES La asignatura se plantea: 1º) el conocimiento de la evolución de la economía española en el largo plazo; 2º) la incidencia de los cambios institucionales en el crecimiento económico en la España moderna y contemporánea; 3º) el análisis e interpretación de series históricas y su representación gráfica.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES General: CG1, CG2, CG3, CG4 Transversall: CT1, CT2, CT3 Specífic: CE1, CE6



LEARNINIG METHODOLOGY A mixed methodology of teaching and learning will be used in all educational activities with the aim of encouraging students to develop a collaborative and cooperative attitude in the pursuit of knowledge.



TOPICS COVERED (Syllabus) 1. Spain in the European mirror, 1500-2010 2. Expansion and crisis, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 3. Recovery and growth in the eighteenth century 4. The crisis of the Ancien Régime anf the Liberal Revolution, 1790-1840 5. Modernisation, economic openness and growth, 1840-1880 6. Spain in the “first globalisation”, 1880-1914 7. From the First World War to the Civil War: growth and convulsions, 1914-1939 8. The first epoch of the “franquismo”: the “great divergence”, 1939-1959 9. The second epoch of the “franquismo”: growth, unbalances and institutional sclerosis, 19591975 10. Political transition, integration into Europe and expansion between two crisis, 1975-2010



TEACHING ACTIVITIES DISTRIBUTION Theoretical classes



% of total credits



40%



Generally some previous reading by the student is needed.



Practical classes



% of total credits



5%



They consist of discussing readings, figures, tables, data, videos, etc. and working with time series.



Other Activities



% of total credits



10%



Group and individual tutorials and assessment activities (45% of non-presential activity).



SEMINARS SCHEDULE Once every two weeks



ASSESSMENT Exams Final exam



% share of final grade



50%
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% share of final grade



30%



% share of final grade



20%



Additional tests



Other activities



Active participation in classes, presentations, etc.



ASSESSMENT CRITERIA Students are expected to show knowledge in depth of the topics covered by the course, as well as to be able to express them –orally and written. Ability to analyse, compare, reason, and synthesise is also expected. As to the grades obtained in the “convocatoria ordinaria”, those students who do not take the final exam will be considered “no presentados”. This will also be the case of those students that do not participate in the continuous assessment scheme starting from the beginning of the classes. Otherwise they will be considered “presentado” and her/his grade will be the one resulting from the assessment method hereby established. As to the grade obtained in the “convocatoria extraordinaria”, students will be considered “no presentados” if hey do not take the corresponding exam irrespectively of their participation in the continuous assessment scheme. If the student takes it, her/his grade will be the one resulting from the assessment method hereby established.
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TIMETABLE Week



Topic



Inclass activities



Outclass activities



1



Spain in the European mirror, 1500-2010



• •



Presentation of the course Long-run Spanish economic growth in the European context



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



2



Expansion and crisis, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries



• • •



Population trends The agrarian production Manufactures and commerce



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



3



Expansion and crisis, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries



• •



The Royal Finances The Spanish America



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



• 4



Recovery and growth in the eighteenth century



Population: growth and regional differences Agrarian expansion and enlightened reformism



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



• •



5



Recovery and growth in the eighteenth century



6



The crisis of the Ancien Régime anf the Liberal Revolution, 1790-1840



• •



7



Modernisation, economic openness and growth, 18401880



• • • • •



8



Modernisation, economic openness and growth, 18401880



• •



The moderate recovery of manufacturing and the growth in trade Measures against the public deficit Consequences of the independence of the American territories on the Spanish economy The liberal agrarian reform Population change Agrarian expansion an specialisation The development of industry and its limits The building of railroads Commerce libralisation and the external sector Fiscal and banking reforms



Seminar



X



X



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



X



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



X
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9



Spain in the “first globalisation”, 1880-1914



• • •



10



From the First World War to the Civil War: growth and convulsions, 1914-1939



• •



• 11



12



13



From the First World War to the Civil War: growth and convulsions, 1914-1939



The first epoch of the “franquismo”: the “great divergence”, 1939-1959



The first epoch of the “franquismo”: the “great divergence”, 1939-1959



First World War’s impact on the Spanish economy Growth and structural change during the Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



The economic depression of the 1930’s in Spain The Spanish economy during the Civil War



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



•



Autharchy, interventionism, and their macroeconomic impact



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



•



The beginnings of the reform of the “franquismo” in the 1950’s Economic growth in the 1950’s Pre-stabilisation measures and the Plan of Estabilización of 1959



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



•



• •



• 14



Nationalist turn and economic policies The agrarian crisis The start of the second industrial revolution Fernández-Villaverde’s fiscal reform



The second epoch of the “franquismo”: growth, unbalances and institutional sclerosis, 1959-1975 •



Commercial and financial openness and economic expansion A new type of interventionism: the policy of administrative planning



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor



X



X



X
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15



Political transition, integration into Europe and expansion between two crisis, 1975-2010



• • •



The double energy shock and its effects on Spain Economic policy Change and growth of the Spanish economy The integration of Spain into the EEC and the Monetary Union



Reading and/or exercises assigned by the instructor
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RESOURCES BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY (*) CARRERAS, Albert y TAFUNELL, X. (2003): Historia Económica de la España Contemporánea, Barcelona, Crítica. COMÍN, Francisco; HERNÁNDEZ, Mauro y LLOPIS, Enrique (eds.) (2002): Historia económica de España, siglos X-XX, Barcelona, Crítica. TORTELLA CASARES, Gabriel (1994): EL desarrollo de la España Contemporánea. Historia Económica de los siglos XIX y XX, Madrid, Alianza. (*) Since no textbook in English is available, the basic bibliography is the same as for the course of Historia Económica II. A complementary bibliography and other ressources in English will be made available to the students (i.e., http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/content.shtml; Álvarez-Nogal, Carlos & Prados de la Escosura, Leandro, 2011. "The Rise and Fall of Spain (1270-1850)," CEPR Discussion Papers 8369, C.E.P.R. Discussion Papers.); Prados de la Escosura, Leandro & Rosés, Joan R. & Sanz-Villarroya, Isabel, 2012. "Economic reforms and growth in Franco's Spain," Revista de Historia Económica, Cambridge University Press, vol. 30(01), pages 45-89, March, etc.
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